Materials Mentioned
Supercharging Your Storytimes: Using Interactivity, Intentionality and Assessment to Help Children Learn with Joy

Too Much Noise by Ann McGovern
Cow Loves Cookies by Karma Wilson
Jump, Frog, Jump by Robert Kalan
Leonardo the Terrible Monster by Mo Willems
Nocturnal Animals by Abbie Dunne
Mother Goose Rocks CD v. 3
Hip, Hop by Catherine Hnatov
Chugga-Chugga Choo Choo by Kevin Lewis
Itsy Bitsy Spider (Little Learners) by Parragon Books
Zoom, Zoom, Baby! by Karen Katz
Mung-Mung: A Foldout Book of Animal Sounds by Linda Sue Park
Barnyard Dance by Sandra Boynton
Llama, Llama Red Pajama by Anna Dewdney
Woodpecker Wants a Waffle by Steve Breen
Mainly Mother Goose CD by Sharon, Lois & Bram
My Face Book Star Bright Books
Don’t Let the Pigeon Stay Up Late by Mo Willems
Bunny Cakes by Rosemary Wells
Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed by Eileen Christelow
Something From Nothing by Phoebe Gilman
Mouse Shapes by Ellen Walsh
City Shapes by Diana Murray

Goodnight Max by Rosemary Wells
Chicka Chicka, Boom, Boom by Bill Martin, Jr.
¡Olinguito, de la A a la Z! ¡Olinguito, from A to Z! by Lulu Delacre
Littlest Turtle by Clever Factory
Sheep in a Jeep by Nancy Shaw
Wonderful Book by Leonid Gore
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star by Jane Cabrera
Caps for Sale by Esphyr Slobodkina
Grumpy Gloria by Anna Dewdney
Little Engine That Could by Watty Piper
Big Farm Machines by Caterpillar
Jesse Bear, What Will You Wear? by Nancy Carlstrom
Flight School by Lita Judge
Big, Bigger Biggest by Sami
Blue Sea by Robert Kalan
Elephants Trumpet! by Pam Scheunemann
Look at Me by Begin Smart Books
Whose Tools? by Toni Buzzeo and Jim Datz
Three Little Pigs illustrated by Paul Galdone
Llamas: True Books by Emilie Leptien
There Was a Tree by Rachel Isadora

Resources
Weitzman, Elaine and Janice Greenberg. Learning Language and Loving It. Toronto: Hanen Centre, 2002. (also with DVD) Posters on communication also available.
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